
 

 

Notes on the back story of this letter: 

 

 This 18-page letter is one of the longest I sent to Richard Nelson, which I began by thanking him 

for including in the V7N4 issue of the PPC Calculator Journal two programs of the many I had submitted 

for publication, even if one of them was the wrong choice. I also praised the quality of said issue, and in 

particular Bill Wickes' outstanding contributions and his amazing kindness towards newbies (like myself) 

who asked him for help in getting copies of his programs on mag cards. 

 The letter also included a treasure trove of additional new materials submitted for publication in 

the PPC Journal, among them: (1) an updated version of my Black Box programs featuring extra 

functionalities, (2) my solution to a Computer Challenge issued by John Kennedy, (3) the shortest & 

fastest random number generator routine for the HP-67/97/41C (perfectly adequate for games), (4) several 

inputs for the NOP and Feedback columns, (5) two inputs for the ROM Progress column, including my 

Display Test synthetic routine, (6) a full 3-page article "STO b, RCL b or The Universal Byte-Jumper" 

showing how to use just those two synthetic instruction to easily create any synthetic function, text or key 

assignment, how to unrestrictedly jump to anywhere in memory, and how to break PRIVATE, with full 

documentation and examples 

 Also included were two programs: (7) a 5-page, complex HP-67/97 program to design Elliptic 

Lowpass Filters (220+112 steps, two cards), fully documented with graphs and examples, and (8) an 

HP-25/25C/33 program to numerically solve a given 2nd-order differential equation of the form y" = f(x,y) 

using a 5th-order method while taking just 37 program steps. 

 I ended the letter with a few comments about some tentative PPC ROM contents and, most 

important, I offered myself to support a new regular column about Numerical Analysis, enthusiastically 

detailing my  ideas about its proposed layout, contents, and goals, and asking Mr. Nelson to drop me a 

note to discuss it further, should he be interested. 

 Well, he probably wasn't because I never got any note or letter from him, not on that subject, not 

ever, which obviously caused my enthusiasm to quickly fade away. As for the many materials I sent in 

this letter, some were published in full, some were censored (the STO/RCL b article), and the Display 

Test routine was included in the PPC ROM, the only one of the many I sent but I guessed I could consider 

myself lucky, though I very much resented the utterly ignored heartfelt column offer. 

 Last but not least, photocopying all 18 pages and sending them by insured mail costed me a little 

fortune, which I really couldn't afford at the time without making some sacrifices. Which I did. 

 

                      Valentin Albillo, 21-12-2021 



Richard Nelson

BEditor, PPC Journal Valentin Albillo (4747)
2541 W. Camden Place Padre Rubio, 61~ 20C
Santa Ang, T4 92704 Madrid 29
U. S. A. SPATN

Dear Richard

Thank you very much for ths inclusion into V7 N4 (May issue) of

two of ny programs, "LIN. EQ. GAUSS~SEIDEL' , and "NEW BLACK-BO{ PROGRAMS*. It was quits
exciting 4o see my name in printed characters, you know. However, I was amazed to see the
"LIN. EQe CAUSS-SEIDEL'" published instead of the “LINEAR EQUATIGNS - GAUSSIAN ELIMINATIQIM.
T suppose you believed the latter to be redundant with previcusly submitted programs which

alsc used gaussian elimination. That’s not so. My program solves up to 30x30 systems, whereas
previous programg reach only 15x15 or 16x16. Hope you”ll eventually publish it, as well as
all the others submitted.

Wondsrful issue, the MAY issue. I think that Bill Wickes should
receive a special mention or some octher kind of honor, for he works so hardly and so well.
See his BB programs, his piommsring onto status registers access, his Byte~Jumper article.
He should be = model for all active PPC members. Bgsides, he is equally gentls towards bo~
ginners, I wrote him a letter several months ago, asking for informgiion and the BB programs.
T am sure that almost thousands of other members must have writfen him asking for the same

thing. Yet, he was s0 kind as to send me the BB programs, photocopiss of several ofhis arti~
cles; and & hand-written letter with explanations and comments. Really admirable | .

Here included are several contributions:
~ & revision & improvement of my BB programs published in V7 N4 P28-29 . Notice this revisiom,
because it resumes in only 160 bytes of program memory the full power of CODE, DECODE, and

SYNTHETIC KEY ASSIGNMENTS programs. The owners of basic machines will be delighted with
this one. The techniques ars useful for everybody , however. Also, resembles like B2.

~ 4 solution to the Computer Challenge which John Kennedy presented in V7 N4 P 12 (MAY ims)
Tt is ecasily sesn why John posed out this challenges A(4,2)=2.0035 E19728 approximately

which is far beyond the range of any PPC or computer. See my solution included herein .

 

~ Severalinputs for the colwms ROUTINES, NOP , FEEIBACK , etc

— Two inputs for the RCH PROCRESS column, One is a comment about microcode in the RCM. If it
is feasible, 1t must be included. The other is a test display routine to be included in the
FPPC Custom ROM: it fully test all segments & functions of the display, 1s only 112 bytes
long,; reguires no bugs, usas no register, and lsaves the whole siatus of ths calculator ,

(flags, registers, atcs undisturbed, except for T,LAST X , and ALPHA, which are lest, A mag-
netlo card is included with the routine stored onto it. (A single side)

-~ Anarticle sbout the couple of funotions STO b, RCL b. It shows how those Ffunctions may be
used to aohieve everything: (1) any synthetic text (2) any mynthetic function (3) any syn—
thetic key assignment (4) jumping to everywhere in memory instantly without constraints ,
and (5) how to break PRIVATE. All that is required to do all these things is STO b, RCL b.
Sc STO by BCL b sre almost universal tools. You can delete the part about breaking PRIVATE,
if youbelisve it convenient, Notice the improved method over my last letter an it.

-§;§zgziwgggg§§g about a very difficult teohnical subject: ELLIPTIC LOWPASS PTITER DESIGN.
This program should delight all members who are electrical engineers or the like. As any
filter may be normalized to a lowpass type, the program is quite general. No magnetic card
is included, as I canpot redord it (I haven't access to 67 or 97) .

 

e o " et hé ss A ] < > 35 o~~§L£g/2jfl/éfiwggoggfig to nummrically solve any given 2 order differential equation of the
oo - - oo ¥ 5 L o o ¥ . .form y" % v xyy). 12 Steps Ffamain to define f. A 5-th order method is used.

That’s all. Hope you will like some of it,.

Tow, ficmgffiflflaflim§a yo ?hjflk i good idaa to include some kind of game into the RQM ? OFf cour—
E%M‘Tth@ zmr f‘;mifi?‘ewfl‘%am orb gfingrs-al purpose routines, but maybe a short game will fill a
§§a¢ need., o timeoi vheu e igt%????a one appreciates a challenging game to be present into
thecaloy Jzome furtd It obuld be dssful too for demo purposes, I would like to
ferihs vt PP PBiNkS abeut this idess e

' Pinelly, T will offer myself to sy i
‘ o . 1 e pport a column in the PRCifig;t(§§§@§;§§é gfiigg?is§331milar tz the column that Craig Pearce supported on BASIC gr;ggim«7 1k ; ol e Wy column will discuss in an orderly manner the be e :rithms to be implemented in PPCs. rangi i Lottons veraionoyoal algo-

rd ( m nted +8y ranging from matrix manipulations (inversion, eigenval;zggzr Qyfitams; 1o axmos? every topic (diff, €q. y systems, boundary value prfiélsmgfi :irijsgng, least squabes, interpolations, root finding, integrals,derivati fl 1tions, summations, Fourier : t ’ o cotumnw111to1 Special funo-
' T analysis, .. etc, etc, etc). The colum Wwill be structured like

     

  

b
t

  

 



this: =presentation of the subject
~discussion of the methods available to solve the problem
~the selected method, its advantages over the others. (Many times, there will
be several optimum methods,dspending in amount of memory, speed resquired,
precision,...)

-its implementation in a specific model of PXC (25,34c,67,41c)
~a real-life application

Thig is only a sketch of what can be accomplished. The whole column will scarcely exceed ons
pags if there are space constraints imposed. Otherwise, I may develop thae subject in the
specified amount of space. ; . . . ; .: pace. 1 have enough time to compromise myself to the task, and (T think)
my knowledge about Numerical Analysis and my experience programming HP PFCs (25,34,67,4?) is
vather high (excuse my being unmodest). The idea for this colum appeared when T realized
that most optimum methods for solving problems -were not known to most programmers. Also, most
vocks about Numerical Analysis told the user about a great deal of methods, without ever poin-
ting what the optimum should be,

Nothing more to say; sxcuse the length of this letter. If
you agree with my supporting the Numerical Analysis colum, drop me a note and we can discuss
sowas procedures specific to the task, so I can set the task at onoce.

Best regards ;

P,S . Kesp the stamps. They are worth a littls fortune ! (about 4 US dollars)



~this 1s a revigion of the programs published in V7N4P28-29under the title "BLACK-BOX -~ DECODE & INSERT" , written by
myself, This new revision, cuts 3 bytes of the previous pro-grams, and add to their CODE , DECODE capabilities, the
KEY ASSIGNMETS OF SYNTHETIC FUNCTICNS capability at the costof 29 bytes of program memory. Thus, the whole set of pro-
grams "U","R",and the new add , '#» y Will allow the userof a very basic machine to decode, insert, create any 7-by—te NNN, and assign almost automatically any instruction toany key, using only 131 + 29 = 160 bytes of program menexy.

NEW BLACK BOX REVISED & IMPROVED

Hey, you RAMless user ! Do you liked the
"NEW BLACK BOX PROGRAMS" published in VTN4P28--29 (May issue) 7
There 1s a good new for you herein. Now you can assign also
any function to any key almost automatically (only HEX-OCTAL
conversion required) using an add-on to theprograms "UM,"R'".

The new "program" (only 29 bytes) called
"W, will store any NNN configuration (created by you,using
"R") into any absolute register address. For instance, if
you store something into register OC0,0C1, ... you are crea-
ting assignments, Also into program memory, data registers,
thus performing an Bug-2 like operation. Ars you interested ?
Notice that using "W", you can {among other things) create
any assignment, for instance, any : synthetic function may be
assigned to any key, very similarly to the program SYNTHETIC
KEY ASSIGNMENTS in VTN 3P3.

-~ First, line 02 "A" of the Blsgck Box programs

in VIN4P28~29 may be changed to 02 CIL& , thus saving 1 byte.,
Similarly, the line 34 "A" may be deleted, saving 2 extra by-
tes. The total is 134-~3 = 131 bytes for "U", 'R".

-~ Now, add the new program '"W". After line
75 RCL O of the BB programs, load RTN. (this is, line 76 RIN).
Now, key in this program

77 L'WY 84 X()c ~line 82 is a synthetic text.
78 DEC 85 RCL Z It is F50169CCO0BF. It may be
79 192 86 STO IND Z created using STO b, RCL b,
80 - 87 x(\)y the byte-jumper, 'R, etc.
81 ENTER 88 x()e This line changes contents of
82 x4yB+ 89 .EnD. Re temporarily, to allow the
83 ASTO X NNN created by you to be stored

) ;29 bytes wherever desired uging simply
total UyRyH =160 bytes STO IND Z. Once this is perfor—
med, the previous contents of Re are rsstored.

HOd TO USE '"W" - Place the NNN you want to store in Y
~ Place ithe absclute address of the register

in which the NNN should bs stored, in X
(the address should be in OCTAL . For ins-

tance, to store something into (0O (the first assignment re-
gister), the address is HEX(0OCO) = CT(300), so place 300 in

K - XEQ "W" & ignore the display. Your NNN will
be stored wherever desired. No register, flag, stc, except

the stack and ALPHA , will be disturbed. Re remains unchanged.

EXAMPIE:We are going to create 2 assignments: ENG IND a to =
the key -24, and AST'O b to the key T72.

~wa must creats a synthetic assignment register: the first hy-
te is always FO. Now, ENG I¥D a8 ix OE FB., Tha key ~24 is 34.

ASTO b is 9A 7C .~ The key T2 is 17. 30, the NNE to be crea-
ted is FOYBFBIATATC17. We use “R" to create it as follows:

~first HEX(FOIEFB3AGATC17) must be translated to CCTAL.
use the HEX-CCTAL conversion table (see VTN4P29) to
gaty O = 360

 



9EF = 4757 Bl = 5472 =317 = toat 1 547 s 9AT 4647

~so that HEX(FO/YEFB3A/9ATC1T) = CCT{ 360/4T575472/46476027)
—now,using R, we build the NNN in 3} stages, using n=1,4,7:

1 ENTER J60-ENTER O , XEQR" 4 -0.0000
4 ENTER 47575472 RCL Z ; XEQR" % ~1.0561
T ENTER 46476027 RCL Z , XEQ'R" I =0.1056 »

~the NNN iz in the display. Now, store it ints tha fivel =
assignment register. Its HEX esddress is HEX(006) , whigh
is (CT(300). Previously, you must assign anything t¢ ths
keys =24 and T2, to set the appropiste flags.

Press 1 ASN SIN £ COS ( assigns SIN to -24)
ASH SIN. 1 ( assigns SIV to 72)

—now, store the NNN (which should be still in X} into 300

300 xEQH" » LB R
~the work 1s done, To sses the assignments, press GTO0..s
switch to PRGM, est USER mode, and press theiflOS key
(=24 key) . 01 ENG IND & must appear. Now press the 1
key (72 key). ASTO b will be loaded into memory.

 

-to create additional assignments, create the NNN required,

then stors it into 301; etc.

VALENTIN AIBYLIO (4747)



~ This is an answer for the Cemputer Challe; by© the Computer Challenge proposed by
John Kennedy (918) in the Column "3ITS & PIECES" , in -
VIN4P12.

In VIN4P12 , John Kennedy (918) proposes the following :

given a(o,k) =k + 1 (1)
A(3,0) = A(J~1,1) (11)
A(3sk) = A(3~1,403,k=1)) , £ind a(4,2) (TII)

John asks : " Program any FPC or the HP-85 to gempute A(4,2)"

heres iz my answer: ~ 1 am sure that John would agree with me
that my own brain is the best PFC I own,

so I“ve made a brain program to compute A(4,2) as follows:

(a) lets find A(1,k) ¢ using (III) , we have
Al 1,k) = fi-(oyAE‘[:k“?) = using (I> =

= 7 + AL yk““?

and if k=0 , A(1,0) = using (II) = A(o0,1) = using (I) = 2

so we have the difference equation (not differentiali)

A(tsk) = 1 + A(1,k~1) , Al1,0) = 2(the initial condition)
whoss solution ism A{1,k) = k+2 (1v)

(v) let’s find Al 2,k) ¢ using (III) , we get

Agz,kg = A(1,0(2,k=1)) = using (IV) =
= 2 + A(2,k-1)

go we get the difference equation

al2,k) = 2 + A{2;%k-1) , A(2,0) = 3
whose solutiom is AE 2,k) = 3+ & (v)

(c) now, Al3,k) ¢ using (11Y1) ,
A§3,k§ = A(2,A<3$k~1)§ = using (V) =

= 3+ 28( 3,k
if k=0 , A(},O) = using (11) = A(2,1) = using (V) = 5

and now, the difference eguatlon is

A(3,k) = 3+ 2a(3,k=-1) , A(3,0) =5

whose unique solution is : :‘}.{fizkg = 2k+3 -3 (v)

(d) the final stage, A(4,2)

using (II1), A(é,Zg = A§ 3,A0(4,1))
Al4,1) = A(3,4(4,0))

using{II) , A(4,0) = AEB,? = using (VI) = 13

so, A(4,1) = A(3,13) = using (VI) = 216.3 = 65533
and finalb"’, A<4g2> = .}5&( 3’65533) - 3.6“;?536 - 3

ebA
1 8

this is, A(4,2) = AR 255535 -3
 

which is approximately 2.0035 E19728

Would someone try A(5,2) 21 VALENTIN ALBILLO (4747)



- hers are some Inputs to your columm "Routineg"

T e e s e e e A8 e mee wee e e tam e e e wem B e tmw e wee e an

Here 1s the shorteat, fastest randonnumber generator for
programnable balculators :

IBL any -it may be used for 41c & 67/97, and all the
§C§ any caloulators “with a built—in R-D conversion.

FRAC ~It may be used as a subroutine, or be in the
STO any body of the program : specially useful for
g : ames, or simulations.(If desired, another
BTN E23 auld ve added. ( ’

~the previous seed must be sztored in the seleso~

ted register, and cannot be 0. The RNG generates numbers
batwean O and 1 uniformly. The seed can be any intsger, or

decimal, except PI or its multiples. The method used is

the followings
ug,, = FRAC(57.29577951%u)

which is very similar to the -popular
vy, q = FRAC(997=uy)

but is 3 bytes (steps) shorter (about 42% shorter) .and
faster. It will be very useful to those people who nesd
2 6 3 steps of program memory for its program to fit.Here
balow is reproduced a short statistics about the frequen—
cles resulting in a trial simulation using seed=1 .

pumber 0] 11 2 3 14 |5 16 |7 ]81]9 total
Treq 104|123[ 703 92| B4 [101]104 50] 95]104 1000

'E = 4.4 g 8 = 2.9 (theory: X = 4.5, S=3,0}

I have tested the method for cycle length and repstitions,
but chosing seed 0.1 I didn”t find the periocd after 30000
gensrations. Maybe scmeone with a fast computer would like

to tegt this method for uniformity and randomness.

VAIENTIN ALBILLO (4747)
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Reference 1 INDIRECT CQNTROL by WM Xolb — VIN4P{5-17
 

~_ The ansvwer to uestlon 14 'is incomplete : the
display will shew NONEXI if there is no program in
program memnory labeled ”HMS¢" .Ottherwise, the program -
HMS+ (user’s program, not mainframe function) will be exe-
vy

cuted. This should be pointed out to avoid the user
thinking that programs labeled the same as mainframs func—
tions cannot be executed indirectly.Also, answer to ques -
tion 17 should be R02=2,002

instead ofRO3=2,002 VALENTIN ALBILLO (4747)
n e et e e whe e e Rep o e G e e M See meh e wen W e wes w0 aee

Reference 3 SOLVING INTIGER TRIANGIES by RB Smith ~V7N4P30

The given sample run shows an errort given the
number 4, program outputs the 'O TRI(S" message, while it
ig evident that a triangle with sides 3,4,;5 is the proper
answer:; if a=4, b=3, c=5, the triangle is right, isn"it 7

Also, apart from numbers 0,1,2, all other re-
sult in a given triangle existing, so the "NO TRI{ S" messa-—
ge 1s useless. The program has some bugs in it, anyway.

Line 27, GTO g may be deleted, as IBL a is line

VALENTIN AIBILLO (4747)
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Heference : FREEDCM FROM BUGS by WC Wickes -~ VINZP30
 

Wickes says ¢ '"... I heve yet to =ee a real -



ggagtiflal‘pragramming advantage to being able to contyol
a§5 BGTfifif exoept perhaps for the capability of deter—

mining display and trig status under Program control..."

Well, I will give a very prectical application of
B3 (4ndirect control over system flags30-55)

~most ownsrs of Application Pacs (RCMs) agrse that the
programs in the ROM are almost useless as subroutines.
For instance, Marlin R. C¢illette says in VIN1P4-5 that
the user cannot supresas intermsdiste results when using
the MATH 1A rom (the case of no printer) and mugb ecn-—
tinually press R/S to get through a program s this
true. The programs in the MATH 1A RCOM ave only slightly
ugeful to those owners with a printer. The matrix fi?Q;
gram stops after evexry output. The complax functicns

always dlsplay imaginary & real parts, thus halting
prégram execution, 86 they can’t be called as subrou-
tines of a main program.

   

This is due to thas fact that most MATH 1A programs set flag

21. If flag 21 is set and no printer im present, flag 55 is
claared, so AVIEW , VIEW , etc, stop program execution., The-

re ls no wgy to aveid this, as the SF 21 in the RM cannot

ve deleted. However, if ths user sets flag 55 , (the printer
existence flag) then flag 21 set will not stop program exs—
cution when VIEW is performed. This allows most complsx cal-

culus subroutines to be ussd in that fashion Wy user”s pro—

grams: the R & I parts will be displayed, but the program
will not bhalt. This applies also to the Differential Equa-
tiong program, which now may run without R/S being needed

ter sach point 1s displayed.

To resume: if you want to use MATH 14 ROM programe
a8 subroutines, and you donot have a printer, you must set

flag 55 (using B3 or the routine In V7N4P23) prior to ca-
1ling the ROM progrsm as a subroutine.

VALENTIN  AIBILLO (4747)

- another input for FEEDBACK

o e G smm  ONR Gl uA Do feme W G aw  OMG O6  fme  GHR een sl Sme  kem  Awp e sem aee  Ge O Swe e am ae

Reference : HP-41C BUS INTERFACING by Jim de ARRAS
See VN3IP20~-21-22

Jim asked for feedback from its article, to
M. ..ensure my descriptions are understood by most msmbers'

Well, here is the feedback. Pleass, submit the second part

of your article as moon as possible. It is fascinating , to

sgy the least, and can help quite a lot to interface exter-

nal devices to the 41¢ , a tape-recorder mass storage devics,

for instance, and external RAX beyond 319 registers. By the

way, Jim, how do you get that informstion 7 Ars you the son

of some HF tycoon 7 Best regards.
VALENTIN AIBILLO (4747)



r%ffi)

67 ~ BELLIPTIC LOWPASS FIUPER DESICN
 

Here presented is a technical program that -
Bruce K. Murdock will surely like. Bruce is the author of
"Handbook of Electronic Design and Analysis Procedures -
using Programmable Calculators", a real bible for the ad—
vanced student of Electronics. I hope this progranm will
catch the attention of Bruce aznd of all those people with
electronical intereat.

This program finds the minimum degres W of

an elliptic lowpass filter that meets the standard require-
ments Apayy Apins FBy FH o If the degree ig less than 31,
it algo finds and stores the zeros and poles of mttenua —
tion, and can find the loss at any frequency either manua-
1lly or automatically, chosing between linear or logarith-

mic sweep. The loss is given in 4B , and the frequencies
in Hz. As an additional comvenlence for sngineers desig—
ning elliptic filters, the elliptic sine 32?§,k) and the
complete elliptic dntegral of the first kind ; are avai-
lable ms keybeard routines. 411 routines ave fast, and
accuracy is 8 descimals or better.

 

   

LA(WS The program is intended as a
help when designing elliptic
lowpase filters. I they are

s highpass, bandpass, bandstop
AN types, they must be previouly

Aywvjfii%zzgfl transformed into a normalized
| 1 . W lowpass. The standard requi-

s FQ Ey Hz Trements are:

Apin = mindmum stopband loss (Program is 2244112
Apgy = maximum passband loss steps long, so it

FB = upper passband edge fits onto 1% magne-—

FH = upper stopband edge tic cards)

Algorithms ¢ consider the elliptic integral of the 1st

kind, U phi,k)
r ,

U phisk) = fiaflsw(—swk%finzx)

if phi=PI/2, the integral is called "complete” ;

K{k) = u{P1/2,k}, and the complementary elliptic

integral is X°(k) = K{(k"), where k’= SQRT(1-k2)
—conzider also the elliptic sine, snlu,k) = sin (phi)
~then, we computs Xy, = FH}?B 3 8m?§&fii¢1Am&x)m€

L = SQRY({ 10w%(  1Ag1)~1)/( 1008l s 1hp0)~1))

—and so, the minimum degree N necessary 1o meet the requi-

rements is:
¥ = Wn((x{1/xy,) X-(1/n))/(-(1/%) K(1/L}) ) +1

~once the necessary degrea is found, the zeros & polss of
attenuation may be computed and stored (if N(=30)

-in normalized form:

for i=1,2,...I00(N/2) 3 N even S x}=sa{({2i~1)K(1/X7),1)
o TR X7

N odd 2 xjyesn((2L.K(T1/XL),1)

and the normalized poles of attenuation are: N AL

Xpi = XL/Xz4
both, zeros and poles are denormalized by: X,4=Xzi.FB

Xnimxg}i »:FB

~the loss at any frequency w is : .

Alw) = 10 log (1+8.R3), whero C = 1/R,(FB) and
) ; Yo . o P

Ru(w,L) = CoelNT L [T (02w xZg)/(w2 ~ x2y)
i)



/2

~routines for computation of ¥(k) = dx/SQRT(@mkzsinzx}
and its complementary ¥(k-) ?
andthe @11%ptia sine sn{u,k) , are available from the
kfl{board without disturbing the stored zeros & polss. Thefollowing algorithms ave used to compute K(k) and salu,k);

Eikl ‘ igggT k, phi, = PI/2, Po= 1, Xy = gng{g“kE)
2
+ Xi4q = 2/(?+sin(00?“1 xg) ~ 1

ph?ijz : gigghzixi+gin“1(aifl(mag**xi}aainfghii}}g
if xi,4 = O , EXIT LOCP |

THEN , K(k) = py,qe IN(TAN(TAN™"1 + $phis,q))
sn(u,k); firet, sn(u/8,k) is computed using a Taylor series

sxpansion. Then the duplication fromula

mafizm(%nu;S@Wfimmaflo%flfi%fi%m%@fifié@mfi@
is applied 3 times to yield sn(u,k)

-~ thim procsdure is very fast (11 seconds) and accu—
rate (about 9 decimals).

HOHTOUSE ¢ both cards work in radlans mode
~card 1 doss not depend on card 2 to perform its

7 functions. In fact, card 2 is only for svaluate
the loss once the zeroas,poles (and ordsr) have bsan computed.

~to find the minimum necessary degres Ni:load card 1 ,

Amfimm%fimmmflfimfifififiwmfififig&% ¥

~it takes about 87 seconds (on the averags)

~destroys previous zeros & poles stored in R8,RS

 

~to find geros & voles of gitenuation ¢ once the degree has
been computed:

pross B : g;; : *a1 z *p1  whers m = TND(N/2) ' This has
22 p< to be done once N has been com—

;*(mg‘; ;'“ ;“; """ puted. It takes sbout 6 seoonds
Zm © “pm per degree. All zerocs,X,4, &re

stored in R4 thru Ryg. Foles need not be stored, as thoy are

funotion of the zerocs. Maximum degree N 1s 30.

 

~to review zeros & poles : press C > (1) + x4 ¥ Xpq yote.
 

~tocomputeXK(k): input k, press D 1+ Xk , D _y}cg <)

-0 computeK(k”):input k, press £D: k ,fD ¥ XK(k”) = K*(k)

-1t takes from 16 to 32 sec. 22 on ths average. k should be
betwsen 1074 and 1, not including.X(1) tends to infinite
and X(0) tends to PI/2.iccuracy is 8 decimals or better.Its
use dees not alter afored zeros.

~to computs sn{wk) 1 store k + k; fE >k
input u 3 uy, B9 anu,k)

~it takes 11 seconds. k must be positive.Accuracy iz 8 deci-
mals or batter., It doss not altser siored zeroa.

~to compute the loss st any frequency : once the degres and
zaros & polss have

bean computed using card 1. Now , load card 2. Thare zrs

sevaral options:

IBL A : computes the loss (dB) for a given w (Hz). Simply,
input ¥ 1 w , press A - A(w)

+ ety linsar sweep ¢+ B » 0.0000
TBLC ¢ sets logarithmic sweep ¢ C ¥ 1.0000

D : starts sweep of frequenciess
enter initial freq: wy ENTER
enter increment ¢ inc D A (wg) ¥ A(w,) >

> (wy) %'A\wi) B aes

+n aton thae swean. vress /8 gfter  aflw) da wrintad



remsmber that: linear i Wi,4 = Wy + inc
logart Wisq = ¥q « inec

~linear sweep is selected when card 2 is loaded. Remember,stop sweep just after A(w) has been displayed (printed).
IBLE on card 2 performs exactly as IBL C on card 1+ review

of ZOT08 and poles. It is included for convenisnce, to
avold reloading card 1 for a simple revision.

EXAMPLE ¢ Find the degree , poles, zeros, and pint the lowns
sgainst the frequanoy, for an elliptis lowpass

. filter that is to meet the following requirements:
av

 

   

AU A = 0.1 dB

qg”f LTI Mmax
Ay Adaisd A‘mim = 40 4B

.\ (UL - i
£ I3 . ¥ o= 20 Hz

2zl \“:J;; Fi = 26 Hz

Degreet load card {1 ; 40 ENTER O.1 ENTER 26 ENTER 20 A 5 6.00
50, the minimum necessary degree to mset the require—
mentsg im 6, an elliptic lowpass filter of order 6.

loss as a function of freguency : Wag will mske a plot of the
' loss as a Tunction of the
frequency. To make this plet, we need to know;

(1) zoros & poles : press B » §1§ 3 6.295011340 » 82,60509346

 

» (2) = 15.62227766 > 33,28579938
»(3) » 19.56561718 =+ 26.57723471

= 0.00 Zeros polag

(2) frequencies of maximum passband loss : these are

fai = EB.fin(QiKfiN) s 4=0,1,2,3 . Procesd as follows:

DSP 4 ; OB ¥ 0.0000 (fa0) ‘
RCL O, 2, %, 6, /4 E, 20, :a:—}‘ihéé?}%fm}
RCL O, 4, %, 6,/ 4, B, 20, x% 18,1792 {fa)
RCL 0 4y E, 20 , x 3 20.0000 (fg3)

(3} frequencies of minimum stopband loss : these are
fEi = mwmi/f&i ¥ B8O fE<? ] 44&5‘881 + fE2 = 28¢604§

fg1 = 26.0000 , fpp = infinite

now, to compute the loss, load card 2 . Let’s test if our po-
leg,zerom,etc, are correci:

 

 

thegzerog 1 6.2950 A » 0,0000 dB 5 f_ 4 ¢ 0 4 3 0.1000
15.6223 A 5 0,0000 @8~ 11,6623 A » 0.1000
19.5656 A 3 0.0000 dB 181792 A > 0.1000

20 & » 0.1000
etc, the sams with the fg{ -» 46.8540 4B

finally, a general sweep.Sslect linear sweaep, starting with

Wy = 0 Hz, and proceed with an increment of 2 Hzs
B » 0.0000 , O ENTER 2 D %'EO*OOOflg = 0.1000

we Torm the table: + (2.0000) % 0.0783 = etc.

bw 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 =1 14
ja{w)]0.1000/0.0783|0.0311] 0.0006 0.0200| 0. 0748} 0.0987|0.0434

ste, up tow = 36 Hz or so. It will be seen that in the
pasgband zone, the loss dosg not excssd 0.1000, while in

the stopband zone, it is greater than 46.85 dB (> 40 dB)
{

is A AT *\

46:15 A > R0 46 \\
BlTTT7777 737777
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67 ~ ELLIPTIC LOWPASS FILTER DESIGN ~ CARD 1
 

 

0ot IBLA 31 25 11 068/ 81 135 xyéy 3z 61
ooz SO D 33 14 06985T0x8 33 71 08 136 ¢T0 0O 52 00
ooy X() Y 35 52 0701 01 137 CIX 44
ooq / 81 071 - 51 138 DSP 2 23 02
005 STO E 33 15 0725T0 9 33 09 139 RTN 35 22
006 Rdown 35 53 073 "‘r?,g 31 61 140 IRL & 32 25 4

007 GSB 8 31 22 08 074 GTO 3 22 03 141 TTOE 33 15
008 S0 A 33 11 O75RCL 7 M o07 142 wmw 35 a9

oo *()Y 35 52 076 2 02 143 IBL§ 31 25 45
010 GSB 8 31 22 08 o7/ 81 144 W8 31 42
011 / 81 0781 01 145 SF 3 35 51 03
012 SGRT 31 54 079 TAN~1 32 64 146 SF 2 35 51 02
013 GSB 9 31 22 09 0804+ 61 147 B 08
014 STO ¢ 33 13 08174 31 64 148 / 84
015 RCL B 34 15 o8z 31 52 149 RCL B 3415
016 GSB 9 31 22 09 083ACL 8 34 08 150 £° 32 54
17 RCL C 34013 084 x 71 151 570 & 33 09

018 / 81 035%()s 31 42 152 870 7 33 07
019 1 01 086 RTN 35 22 153 sTO 6 33 06
020 + 61 C8TIBLB 31 25 12 154 14 01
021 INT 31 83 088CP O 35 61 00 155 + £
022 ST0 ¢ 33 13 O89RCL C 3 13 156 STO 8 33 08
023 ’RTN 35 22 0902 02 157 sTOx6 133 T1 C6
024 IBL 8 31 25 08 091/ 31 158 x2 - 32 54
025. 83 092 ENTER 41 159 RCL 7 U 07
0261 o1 093 INT 31 83 160 1 01
27 ¢ 71 094 SIO B 33 12 161 2 oz
028 0% 32 53 095 ST 1 35 33 162 x 71
029 1 01 096 X=Y 32 51 163 + - 61
030 ~ 51 09TSF O 35 51 00 164STO 7 33 07
031 RTN 35 22 098IBL 6 31 25 06 165 RCL 8 34 08
032 IBL9 31 25 09 099RC I 35 34 166 x 71
033 970 9 33 09 100 2 02 167 RCL 6 34 06
034 GSB D 31 22 14 101 x 71 168 5 o5
035 810 8 33 08 1020 00 169 N! 35 81
036 STO © 33 00 103F2 0 35 71 00 170 STO 6 33 06
037 RCL 9 34 09 104 6% 3252171 x 71
038 GSB 4 32 22 14 105 - 51472 » 61
039 sro/8 33 81 08 106RCL C 3413173 x 71
040 RCL 8 34 08 107/ 81 174 7 o7
41 RIW 5 22 108 RCL O 34 00 195 w1 35 84

042 IBL D 31 25 14 109 = 71176 / 81
043 B()8 31 42 110GSB B 31 22 15 177 % T+
044 gt 32 62 111 RCL D 34 14 178 RCL 7 34 07
™45 cos 31 63 112 x 71 179 BRCL 6 4 06
46p( s 31 42 113 5T(4) 33 24 180 / 81
47 IBL & 232 25 14 114 DSZ 31 33181 51
048 B)S 31 42 115 GT0O 6 22 06 182 x 71
49 sro 9 33 09 116 IBLC 31 25 13 183 x T1
050 1 o1 117790 00 184 RCL 8 34 08
01 sr0 8 33 08118sT 1 35 33185 6 05
052 sol 32 62119 1BL O 31 25 00 18 / 81
®3 gpo “flg o7 120 152 31 34187 & 61
054 RCL 121 re 1 35 34 188 x 71
055 IBL3 31 25 03122 psp O 23 00189 x 71
56 COS=1 32 63 123 PAUSE 35 T2 190 1 01
057 SIN 31 62124 psp 9 23 09 191 - 51
058 st I 35 33125 rCL D 34 14 192 x 71
059 187 — 31 34126 x2 32 54 193 CHS 42
060 RCL 7 34 07127 RCI(1) 34 24 494 131, 4 31 25 4
C61 SIN 31 62128 —x~ 31 84 995 508 33 06
062 x 71129 ROL B 3415 496 sTO%6 33 T 06
063 SIN-1 312 62430 x 197 2 o2

064 STOs7 33 61 07131/ 81 ;98 - 71
%52 - 02 132 == 31 84 499 4 01
066 STO/7 33 81 07133 RCLB 34 12 200 RCL 6 34 06
067 RC T 35 34134 RC I 35 3 ooy gsB 7 31 22 OF



202 ¢sB 7 31 22 07 209 P()S 31 42 216 RCL 9 34 09
203 - 51 210 RN 35 22 217 RCL 6 34 06
204/ 81211 IBL7 31 25 07 218 5T0x6 33 71 06
205 F? 2 35 71 02 212 - 51 219 x 71
206 GTO 4 22 04 213 SERT 31 54 220 RTW 35 22
20T F? 3 35 71 03 214 x 71
208 610 4 22 04 215 1 01
Initial status + FIX / DSP 2 / RAD / CF 0,1,2,3

don’t forget 10set RAD mecm ]
Registers 1+ O = aux , 1 = Xzg1 3 2 = Xz2 5 «0u 5 S5 = Xz15

56 = aux ,S7 = aux ,58 = aux , S9 = aux
A= e ) B=used, C=N , D=FB, E= 1
I = index Xy,
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Initial status ¢ FIX / DSP 4 / RAD / CF

 

ELLIPTIC LOWPASS FILTER D3ZSI

AUPQYATIC SWEEP
  GN "‘”by Vwfl }x.c.

        

-by Albil

4 k > Kk{k) ST0 X
z¥DEGREE  »ZER&POL _ REVIEW k % X(k) u - snluk

CARD2
001IBLA 31 25 11 039 - 51 077IBL 5 31 25 05
002 DSP& 23 04 040 x 71 078 PAUSE 35 72
<,03F’>1 35 71 01 041 RCL B 34 12 079 STO 8 33 08
004 GTO O 22 00 042 RCL D 34 14 080 P()S 31 42
005 18L3 31 25 03 043 x° 32 54 081GSB A 31 22 11
0C6GIB1 31 22 01 044 RCI{i) 34 24 082 —x~ 31 &4
007 RCL O 34 00 045 / 81 0830 o
008 x 71 046 RCL B 34 15 084 P()s 31 42
009 1 01 47 / 81 085 RCL 8 34 08
10 + 61 048 x2 32 54 086 RCL 9 34 09

011 LOG 31 53 ™% - 51 08T F? 0 35 71 00
012 1 01 050 / 81 088 x T1
013 0 00 051 DSz 31 33 089 + 61
014 x 71 052 ¢TO 2 22 02 090 GTO &5 . 22 08
015 RTN 35 22 053 x 32 54 091 IBL E 31 25 0%
016 LBL0 31 25 00 054 RTN 35 22 092 © 00
017 CF1 35 61 01 055 IBL 4 31 25 04 093 ST I 35 33
018 RCL A 34 14 056 CF 2 35 61 02 094 IBL 6 31 25 06
019 STO O 33 00 057 RCL C 34 13 095 ISz 1M
020 Rdown 35 53 58 2 02 096 RC I 35 34
021 STO A 33 11 659 / 81 097 DSP O 23 00
022 RCL D 34 14 060 ENTER 41 098 PAUSE 35 72
023 GSB 1 31 22 01 061 INT 31 83 099 DSP 9 23 09
024 STO/0 33 81 00 062 X=Y 32 51 900 BCL D 34 14
025 RCL A 34 11 063 SF 2 35 51 02 109 x2 32 54
026 GTO 3 22 03 064 RTN 35 22 402 RCI( 1) U 24
027 IBL 1 31 25 01 065 IBLB 31 25 12 403 ~x— 31 &4
028 x< 32 54 066 CF O 35 61 00 104 RCL E 34 15
029 STO B 33 12 067 0 00 105 x 71
030 GSB 4 31 22 04 068 BTN 35 22 106 / 81
031 ST I 35 33 069 IBLC 31 25 13 107 =x~- 31 &4
032 RCL B 3412 070 SF 0 35 51 00 108 GSB 4 31 22 ¢4
033 F? 2 35 71 02 071 1 01 109 RC I 35 34
034 1 01 072 rTN 35 22 110 XY 32 61
035 IBL 2 31 25 02 073 IBL D 31 25 14 111 GTO 6 22 06
036 RCL B 34 12 o074 F)5 31 42 112 CLX 44
037 RGIL( 1) 34 24 075 sTO 9 33 09
038 %7 32 54 o016 x()y 35 52

0, SF 1, CF 2, CF3
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~ this are some inputs to your column "RCM PROGRESSH
R”‘-ww-«—uwmmw—w’—uo—nu.’

- e A e e e e

1z microcods possible jn the PPC CustThis has not been told to the mom‘bership. I think ;1: i: igfif !possible, but a note om the subjeot would be in order. I¢ mi-crooode is possidle, would it be convenient ? Microcods ieVslis beymd the possibility of moat Ppo manbary, Weould RP haveto write it ? What would be the cost 7 If it is too high, itcould be impractical. However, could ths PPC ROK containa
mixed user language-microcode routines ? this is s Some con-
ventional language routines and some microcods level cnes.
Thisz is possible: the Printer BOM has microcoda routines
(REGPLOT for instance) together with conventional routines
(PRPLOT for instance). What would be the cogt, in that case ¥
It is quite clsar that microcode has a clear advantage over
conventional programming: it is 1000 times faster, at lsast.
It is also more efficient in program me NOTY USEags .

I think that the RCM Project Committee will
do well throwing a 1ittle light about all thim. Meanwhils,
here are some suggestions about routines to be implemented
in microcode level s

-~ recall arithmetics it will shorten
greatly programs ( lines, not hytes)
and would help to save bytes & time

ASCII conversions
full string comparisons ¢ X(Y7 , X)=Y?
progravmabls SIZE

~ linear regression (a la ¥P-34¢) 1 I will never understand
why HP did include routines like (CT, DEC , CIST , setc, in~-
to the 41c mainframs, and forgot linear regression.

- XROH generation : to program XRMM functions without the
peripheral being prasent

-~ and of course, program lenght (bytes),SIZE finder, etc.

VALENTIN ALBILLO (4747)

!
! for inatance

i

Reading the ROM ideas suggssted in "old” V& N8 P15, I notice
the request for a Display Test routine, defined as "™urns on
all segments of the display for test purposes'.
 

Here presented is a routine which complstely test the

display, by turning on all of its segments & annunciators,
and sxercises left & right scrolling and other display func~

tions such as AVIEW, CID . This routine, called TD (test dis-
play) should be considered for its inclusion in the PPC Cus—
tom RCOK . It uses no registers, restores the status of all
Flags after completion, leaves X,Y,Z unchanged, and it’s exac-
tly 112 bytes long, so it fits onto a single side of a mag
card. It requires no bugs, only synthetic instructions, uses

no subroutine level, and can be used as a subroutine, as it
does not g8t the program mode flag 52.

12 AVIEW

 

01 IBL"DT" 23 AVIEW 34 GTO 00
o2 "HAXRZXEr 13 CIX 24 PSE 35 x() ¥03 RCL M 14 80 25 x%() L 36570 4
o4 x() d 15 1BL01 26 sro M 37 CIX
05 STO L 16 DSE X o7 opx 38 cra
06 AN 17 GTO 01 28 44 39 CLD
o7 "HiBeM:v 18 "SCROLL" 29 grony 40 RIN

ASTO X 19 AVIEW 30 SF 99 41 JEND.
09 ARCL X 20 see note 31 IBL 00
10 ARCL X 21 pee note 32 ST

11 ARCL X 22 SF 25 33 DSE N

notes 5 line 02 is FTFEOD0O13C012140
TRAE RN, Vo



line O7 is F6023A02340234 (text (boxst,s,bxst,s,bxst,s))line 20 ig FD2020202020202020202020022C y this is , a line
text( 11 spaces, box star, comzm)

line 21 is “append 11 spaces” (this igy a text line which
appends 11 spaces to tha coentents of the ALPHA
register.

How works: lines 0204 creates the NNN “PBODO1IC01140
which is stored in the flag register d, This cau-

ses the indicators for BAT, USER, GRAD, SHIFT, ©,1,2,3,4 to
appear in the display. The PRGH ennunciator turns itself on
by the meres fact of executing the routine. Line& saves the
status of all flags, to be restored later. lineG5 turns on
the alpha ammunciator. Lines 07-12 display msagm@n%.s of
the display on, except for the comma’s tail. This includes
sverything in the display, Lines 14-17 provide a delay of &
geconds, planty of time to ses if some sagmentfails to tun
on. Lines 18-24 geroll a box star and a comma (not tested
vefore) to the left. Lines 25-34 scroll them to the right.
lines 35-36 serve to restore the status of all flags as they
were before executing this routins. lines37-40 clearthe
display and alpha (to avoid garbage), and restore 5Y,Z as
they wore befors calling DT. Only T (and LASTX) arve lost.

How 1o uss ¢ load the program.

XEQUUT" 4 all megments in the display (except comma tails)
are ON for 8 seconds, Then SCROLL appears briefly

(while 81l status anmmciators remain QU) , and a box star
and a comma begin to scroll from the right to the left. When
they rsach the left side, they reverss its motion towards

the right. As soon ss they reach the right side, the dig-
play returns to its condition previous to executing the test.

Only T and LAST X are lost (as well as AIPHA).No registers
or flags sxe disturbsd.

VAIENTIN AIBILLO  {4747)



= this is an article 1 it shows how STO b, RCL
to advantageously substitute the byte-jumpsr function. Sg~veral uses of RCL b, ST0 b are shown; create any line oftext, create any synthetic instruction, wnconditional Jum-ping to any loecation, and how to bresk PRIVATE. This lnatpoint nay be deleted, at your option, if you don’t want toreveal ths secret to the membership. I think it is thesasiest method posgible. Of course, I would prefer thatJou ninmiz};_pd_f_i' this “:(;e_gb;z_fl;gia as well as the others

b may be used

#ex STO b , RCL b =

o

w=xx  THE UNIVERSAL BYUE~JUMPER mmx

Last Wickes article , Byte-jumping , was nothing less than a -
revelation. Its byte~jumper functiem finally allowed a bug-
free machine the possibility of synthetic rrogrammning without
a card reader being required. See V7 N4 P26-27-28 for a full
descripticn of the byte-jumpsr function and its generation.

Hows I want to present to the membership another kind
of byte-jumper STOvy RCL b . This is, primary control ovep
tha status register b, It will be seen in this srticle how -
those 2 functions allow the user to do averything the byte -
Jumper is capadle to do (axsept for recalling without norma—
lization directly), plus several othsr functioms y and with
groater sans,

All necessary tools to folleow the given sxamples is to
have 3T0 b, BCL b assigned to keys for its execution in USER
mode. Now, let s go:

(1) Arbitrary text line

~ Wea are going to create an arbitrary text, using standard or
non~gtandard characters as a program line. As an exampls,

we will create the line 06 : text composed of full man, un-

derscore, box star (HEX 02) , ampersand , mu , null (HEX 00)
— first, locking at the HEX TABIE (ses VENSP22-23), write a

table with the equivalent instructions for ths characters

youwant 1 p99 pan . IBL 00
underscore = IRC

box star 02= IBL 01

ampersand = RCL 0§
I = IB8L 11

null =  ymll

~ now, go to lins 05 of your program. Switch to PRGM mode.
press SIN , ST0 IND 18 . Now introduce any text of 6 cha-
racters, say VABCIEF". BIT ,and sse O7 STO IND 18 . PACK

and sWwitch to RUN mode. Set USER mode and press RCL b .

Out of USER mode. Switch PRGM mode, BST , see 06 SIN. De-
lete the SIN pressing backarrow. PACK . Out of program

mode, Set USER mods. Press SO b . Out of USER , switch
to PRGM. Ses 05 5T+ IND N. Now, introduce the instructions
you listed before 1 be careful not to make a mistake:

press IBL OO0 , DEC ;, IBL 01 , RCL 06 , IRL 11

the mills are a little more difficult. If thers is a mull
in your text, inssri ary {~byte instruction in its place,

then deleste it later. To create the null, out of PRGM ,
poet USER, STO b , switch to PRGM, see 10 STy IND N, mow

S5 6 times, see 16 ~ . Delete that line. Delete the
05 STO IND 18, as the work is finished. SST and see the
synthesized line R_B&r™ |, The line number is arbitrary.
Now, delete the 6 lines following the synthesized cne, as
they are mere garbage (the A,B,...,F). This last part
wasn“t really neccessary. It was only to show that, if

you mgke an error, you can re-start by simply pressing

SP0 b again ,



~why does it work ? Deleting the SIN and storing back in Rb
‘ nts, causes the rrogram pointer to point

one byte ahead. This causes the address IND 18 to be consi~
dered as a stand-alone, thus becoming ST+ , which in turn
takes the "text 6" nwytes as its address, thus becoming xwfi N
80 STf ;ND N is sseing as a whole instruction, and, as the o
text 6 is not present now, additional characters may be -
inserted as nommal instructions. Backstepping results in
the IND 18 becoming again part of the SI'0, and the text 6
to be free, thus creating the arbitrary text,

its previous conte

Synthesize any instruction

—-let us synthesize an arbitrary instruction as a line in a
program. As an sxample, let us create the line 04 SCI WD 4

~go to the line 03 in your program.Press SIN, STO IND 18, We
want 3CI IND d, so any SCI will do. Press SCTI 9. PACK . BST
and see STO IND 18. Out of PRGM . Set USER. Press RCL b .
Out of USER . Set PRGM . BSI and see 04 SIN . Delete the
SIN using backarrow. PACK . Out of PRGM. Set USER. Press
STO b » Out of USER. Set PRCM . Ses ST+IND 29. We want
SCT IND d, and we already have the SCI, Now, the IND 4, -
lodking in the HEX TABLE; it results that IND & is a text
14, so introduce now any text of 14 characters, say:
YABCDEABCDEABCD', BST and see STO IND 18. The work is done,
so delets it using backarrow, SST and sse SCT IND d. The
line numbsr is arbitrary. The 14 instructions following
the SCY IND 4 are the A,By«..D .
it works as the previous example, deleting the SIN causes
the program pointer to jump one byte (not exactly, is the
~program which jumps one byte backwards when being packed)

(3) Assign any function to g key
 

(4)

This is done following the guidelines of Wickes in its

byte—jumping article in VINAP26: as working directly on the

assingments registers is not practical (a single byte added
clears the whole memory), all synthetic assignments are ma-

de creating a program to assign the particular keys. This

program is just this: a text line which represents the con-

tents of the assignment register.we are going to creats,

RCL M to bring this text to the display, another text which

ig the future contents of Re to Thange the curtain lecation,
then X{ Jo instructions to store and recall from Re. The con-
tents of Rc are changed, the byte representation of the as—

signment register is stored in ROO, then Rc is restored to

its initial contents. A1l synthetic text and instructions

can be easily created as it was shown in (1) and (2).

Unconditional jump

Whereas the byte-jumper function allowed to skip from
1 to 15 bytes, there are no limits to the number of bytes
skipped using STO b. You simply place the address of the
desired location into Rb, and the program pointer is ins-
tantly at that lecation., No label searching, no nobhing.

28 RCL b Consider this extract of a program. Lines 28-29
29 5T0 M store—the current pointer address onto M. Linss

.o 176~177 stors that address back into b . As soon

T, e as line 177 is executed, the program is exscuting
176 RCL X line 29-again instantly. It does not matter if
177 STO b lines 177 =176 are in another program. The execu~
mmmmmmm tiom resumes in line 29 of the othexr program.

01 IBLMABY 01 IBL"PF® In this other example, though

‘o sea AB and PF are separate programs,
34 RCL D 08 X£7? the exscution will pass from li-
35 STO M 09 RCL M ne 10 of PF to line 35 of AB in-
T e 10 STO b mediately if the test is meet.
97 GTO"PE If not, it will be transferred to
o ces some other place, under program control.

mArn



gglioi;?métfizfiiéldfifl grfifi fl%xibi‘l.i“ty in.‘-:i:'za e_:mcuticm
PO using STO b ds not restricted by the fact

of END , alpha labels, independent programs, or the 112
byte restriction of local labels. Exscution can be transfe-—
rred to any place in the 41c memory, Besides, it 1s instan-
taneous. This canbe a definite advantage. ‘

' Considery; for ins-
tance, a main program "MAIN" which usss an independent pro-
gram "AUXY as an auxiliar routine. To sxecute "AUX" within
a loop, the main program must do XEQ “AUX" , thus an glphs
label search will be psrformed within thse iterative loop.
This can be quite time consuming. However, the program AUX
may be structured so that, depending on a flag, which is set
by the main program, it stores the address of the beginning
of the instructions which are relevant to the main program

into an status register, say M (to avoid normalization).
Then, afisr the first execution of AUX, the main program -
simply put the contents of M into b , and the jump is ins-

tantly performed, thus saving time at very little cost.
PACK will give no trouble, as the program MATN is supposed
to run without stop.

5) PRIVATE feature defeat
 

The instructions STO b, RCL b , prove -

ugseful to breask the PRIVATE feature. Any PRIVATE program

can be seen, edited, re-~recorded (without PRIVATE this time)

etc, using simply STO b, RCL b, in an incredibly easy fashion.

To see a PRIVATE program, procesd as follows:

) GO .. , switch to PRGM mode , switch to RUN mode.
i load the PRIVATE program . Do nothing but (c),(d),etc

sat USER , RCL b , out of USER
GO s

) set USER , STO b , out of USER
) now, set PRGM . You are at the top of the PRIVATE pro-

gram, You may see it using SST . If you reach the END

using S8, the pointer wraps-around, and you will be

back at the beginning. If you now attempt to BST, DEL,

GT0 .nnn, insert, etc, the program will become PRIVATE

again, but the insertion, deletion, etc, willbe exscu-

tad.
So, the best warning is : use only S5T to get thru

a WPRIVATEA program in PAGM mode., If you want to make

changss, while in PRGM mode, pass cards thru the caxrd

reader. The program will be recorded onto them, bu

this time it will not be recorded as a PRIVATE program,

s0, once recorded, delete the PRIVATEd version fron me-

mory, load the UNPRIVATED wversion, and make any desired
changes, or print the program, etc.

If you sxscute BSL while seeing a PRIVATE program,

or attempt to insert,dslete,(T0..,the program will be-

come PRIVATE once more {and your insertion,deletion,...

will be performed}. To regain access, suposing the con-
tents of Rb are undisturbed in the displey, simply go

to somewhers in program memory where you can ses the

display without the message PRIVATE on it (for instance,

if you have a program "PEPE" which is not PRIVATE, press

QM’?H%"h}flNm@M%fifiymhmMpr@mmmmmw(sm

PRCY mode) , then out of PRGM , SI'O b , and set PRGM mo-

de again. You are once more at the top of the PRIVATE

prOgI'éma

That’s all, folks | Hope you'd like it

VALENTIN AIBILLO (4747)



2 ~ DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 1 y*’ N x,5)
 

01 RCL 2 30 105 -~ Theory t this program sclves numerica—
02 RCL 1 31 570~ 7 1ly & 20 ordsr differential
03 ' 32x gquation of the form:
o f(y,:f'J 33 S{I@D"fi- 6... CTO 15 3 ReCL 2 v = f{x,y) subject to 2 initial
15 RCL 5 35 STO- & conditiong. Notice -
16 x - 36 RCL 4 that y’doas not appesr. This is a sps~
17 BCL 7 37 sro-2  ©ial case of the more general provlsm.
18 x(o 38 STO+ 6 yor= P(X,y,¥7) -

, 39 g
;g gfig 45 zg gg?Oé The program usss a 5-th order method;
21 GDO 30 41 STO+ 3 the Wumerov's mathod,.

§§ z?@ - A2RCL 6 ~predict: ¥y. = 2y = ¥4 +
7 43 RCL 3 o .y

24 Rdowm 44 GTO O3 * 2510 A+ Fey)
25 ST0 6 45 SO 7 12226 RCL 4 46 Rdom  OOFFOCEs Vio= By v B By27 RCL 3 47 KCL 6 12
28 STO .} 48 + ;zfirfigg mef‘(ugg‘gn}; T’«f(} %n(i%i&}. 'Sf&“""

29 GTo 0 T S FOQUITECs \Xoso/s\Xqs81)
’ 3 49 90 4 and the spacing is h.

 

‘registers:
Oh 4 ‘V‘}% Charscteristics: a1l registers used
T X 5 he/12 -12 steps remain to define f(x,y)
2 Vit 6 Fyrpq ~using h=0.1, about 5 decimal places
3 Xy T Llag of accuracy. n is a usser’s selectsd

increment. 4 small h means more accu-
racy and runing time. Ses examples,
HOW TO USE s store oonstants: b STO O {oanly once)
B n?/12 970 5 {only once)

(this step, only when loading) 0 STO 7 {enly onca)
x, ST0 1, x4 STO 3
Yo ST0 2, yq STO4

~dafine f{x,y); GTO 02, switch to PRGM, f{x,y) , GTO 15 ,
gwitch 4o RUN , £ PRGM

f{x,y) should amsume that x is in X and y in ¥

—~gompute suscessive valuess yo INETRERE

R/S » ¥ , BR/S FIyr oeke s RIS ¥ ¥y s aeo

remamber, Xq = X, + N, Xy = Xy + b, etc, and yp = {x,)

after computing each y, its corraaponding Xy is in R3.

EXAMPIE Solve y "= X + ¥ , y(0) = 1, y°(0) = 1 , using
h o= 0.1 ?fmfing

We have (xgy ¥,) = (0,1)« We need y(0.1). Using the diff.
equation, we have: y{O} w 1, ¥(0) = 1, v7(0) = 0 + 1 = 1,

yor0) = 14y=1+ 1= 2,y=y "= 1. Using the Tay~
lor series expansion: -

@

. “ ‘ 4#(0.1) = 1+ 1(0.1) « Ho.n)? 4+ Z0.1)? + Lot w
I3 ie‘!cfizfli L

50, nows h= 0.1 810 0 , (0.1)%/12 8T0 5 , 0 STO 7
Xge O STO 1, yo = 1 ST0 2, x, = 0.1 ST0 3
Y= 1.10534 STO 4 -« i .

—-to defins f(x,y): GTO 02, switch to BRGM , + , CTO 15 ,
_ switch to RUN,£ PRGM .

-now, R/S 9 1.22274 , R/S 9 1.35438 , ... , R/S » 2.89344
we, thus, form the table:

X Ov? Dofi Oa4 03‘5 Gcé """" e ’} “O

v 11.2227411.3543811.50256(1.,6690211.85677 (... 2.09344

 

 

         

~the exact solution is y = #{3eX ~ &%) - x
so y(1) = 2.89348 , We“ve got about 5 places.


